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Purpose 
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Provide update since last check-in in March 

» Recap Focus40 overview and process 

» Present approach to recommendations 

» Share schedule to final product release 

 
 



 

• Required by the MBTA enabling legislation 

• Recognizing the enormous benefits that will accrue from a modernized and 
reliably functioning version of today’s MBTA system  

• A road map of investments to feed future Capital Investment Plans 

 

A 25-year strategic plan for how the MBTA can meet the needs 
of the region in 2040. 

What is Focus40? 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

PROGRAMS POLICIES KEY PLACES 

IMPLEMENTATION 

CIP Partnerships Planning Studies Responsible Divisions 

GOALS & 
OBJECTIVES 

FUTURE 
SCENARIOS 

ENGAGEMENT 
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Data Analysis 

Existing and Future Conditions 

Socioeconomic Trends 



Engagement: External 
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Engagement: Internal 
The development of the Focus40 process is a direct reflection of the needs 
expressed by MBTA staff including:  
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MBTA Departments 
• Railroad Operations 
• Service Planning 
• Bus Operations 
• Capital Planning 
• Capital Delivery 
• Accessibility 
• Real Estate 
• Revenue 
• Resiliency 
• Asset Management 

Focus40 

FMCB 

Strategic Plan 

Fleet & 
Facility Plan 

Service 
Planning 

Capital 
Investment 

Plan 

Plan for 
Accessible 

Transit 
Infrastructure 

Asset 
Management 

MBTA Processes 



FOCUS40 GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
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Focus40 Goals & Objectives: Mobility 
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The MBTA will be a safe and high quality mobility 
option for people to get people to work, school, 
shopping, and healthcare. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
• Improve system reliability 

• Reduce excessive travel times 

• Enhance integration with other modes  



Focus40 Goals & Objectives: Equity 
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People who use and need transit the most will have 
access to a high quality transit system. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
• Improve service for low-income and transit 

dependent populations 

• Address ADA accessibility priorities 



Focus40 Goals & Objectives: Prosperity 
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The MBTA will help the region to attract and 
support economic growth. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
• Coordinate land use, economic development, 

and transportation policies 

• Add capacity to address latent and future 
demand 

• Improve  customer amenities 



Focus40 Goals & Objectives:  
Climate Mitigation & Resiliency 
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The MBTA will be a robust contributor to achieving 
Commonwealth Environmental and Greenhouse 
Gas reduction goals and to making the region 
resilient in the face of climate change. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
• Reduce the environmental impact of MBTA 

infrastructure and services 

• Reduce the frequency, length and magnitude of 
system disruptions to public transit 



Focus40 Goals & Objectives:  
Stewardship 
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The MBTA will be a good steward of taxpayer and 
fare payer dollars. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
• Account for lifecycle costs in investment 

decisions 

• Consider costs, benefits, and opportunity costs 
of investment decisions 

 



FOCUS40 PROPSED 
INVESTMENT AND PROGRAMS 
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Recommended Programs of Investment 

System-Wide 
• Customer Amenities 
• Accessibility 
• Resiliency 
• Clean Vehicles 
 
 
Bus 
• Silver Line 2040  
• Bus Network Redesign 
• Better Bus Infrastructure 
 
 
 
 

Water Transportation Paratransit  
Commuter Rail 
• Water Transportation 
• Paratransit 
• Commuter Rail Near Term 
• Commuter Rail Transformation 
 
Rapid Transit 
• Red Line 2040  
• Orange Line 2040 
• Green Line 2040  
• Blue Line 2040  
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System-Wide 
• Customer Amenities  

» Stop and station modernization and access improvements 

• Accessibility 
» ADA accessibility needs from Plan for Accessible Transit 

Infrastructure (PATI) 

• Resiliency 
» Investments to make the MBTA more resilient to severe 

weather and sea level rise 

• Clean Vehicles 
» Transitioning to a low or no emission fleet 

 

 

Recommended Programs of Investment 
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Bus 
• Silver Line 2040 

»  Investments to ensure the MBTA's most capital 
intensive bus services support regional growth  

Bus Network Reimagining 

» Network optimization that goes beyond upcoming 
service plans 

• Better Bus Infrastructure 

» Transit priority and BRT investments to make buses 
faster and more reliable 

 

 

Recommended Programs of Investment 
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Rapid Transit 

• Red Line 2040  

 

• Orange Line 2040 

 

• Green Line 2040  

 

• Blue Line 2040  

 
 

Recommended Programs of Investment 

Investments to maintain 
and build on the 
competitive advantage 
of the MBTA's Rapid 
Transit system 
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Water Transportation Paratransit  Commuter Rail 
• Water Transportation 

» Strategies to maximize the role of this reliable transit mode 
in the region 

• Paratransit 
» Capital needs to better serve current and future users of The 

RIDE service 

• Commuter Rail Near Term 

» Investments that should be considered prior to Rail Vision 
implementation 

• Commuter Rail 2040 

» Potential investments that will be considered as part of the 
Rail Vision 

 

 

Recommended Programs of Investment 



NEXT STEPS 
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Schedule  
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Continue internal 
coordination 

Restart external 
stakeholder 

engagement and 
finalize programs, 

places, and policies 

Solicit public feedback 
on draft plan: web, 

survey 

Final public event & 
release 

Ongoing End of 2017 Early 2018 Spring 2018 



FOCUS40 SCENARIO PLANNING 
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Redefining Scenario Planning 



Urbanization 

 

 

Climate Response 

 

 

Technology 

 

 

Affordability 

 

 

 

- + 

- + 

- + 

- + 

Suburbanization    Urbanization 

 Low collective action             High collective action 

Gradual evolution    Disruptive change  

Low affordability near transit  High affordability near transit 

Future Scenario Driving Trends 



Future Scenarios 
Four plausible scenarios were identified in order to 
understand how the MBTA can meet the needs of the region 
in 2040. 
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MetroFuture 

Technology 
Disruption 

Sprawl 

Climate 
Responsive 



Affordability 
» Accelerated development and strong 

affordable housing policies allow more 
middle and low-income residents to 
benefit from transit oriented 
development 

 

Technology 
» Mobility options continue to improve 

gradually with advancements in 
technology 
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MetroFuture 

Urbanization 
» City centers grow rapidly in population 

and employment 

» Suburban and rural areas plateau or 
grow slowly 

Climate Action 
» Policies have resulted in somewhat 

more climate friendly land use  

- + - + 

- + - + 



Climate Action 

» Technology has made it easier 
to achieve GhG reduction goals 

 
 

Affordability 

» New affordable housing has been 
built near transit; however, 
affordability issues still exist 

» Transportation costs have decreased 
with advancements in technology 

Technology 

» New technology is adopted rapidly 
and becomes ubiquitous 

» Autonomous vehicle usage – both 
shared and personal – has become 
widespread 

Urbanization 
» Both urban and suburban communities 

experience population growth 
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Technology Disruption 

- + 

- + 

- + 

- + 
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Climate Action 
» Public support for footprint reduction 

and expensive resiliency planning is 
limited 

 

Affordability 
» Income segregation and inequality has 

become more extreme 

» Transportation costs have increased as 
fuel costs have risen 

 

Technology 

» E-commerce and telecommuting 
accelerate 

» Personal Autonomous vehicles are 
becoming more common 

Urbanization 
» Housing creation has not kept pace 

with demand for urban living, 
resulting in more suburban 
population growth 

Sprawl 

- + 

- + 

- + 

- + 



Climate Action 
» More frequent extreme weather 

events have resulted in more urgent 
resiliency planning 

» Aggressive carbon footprint reduction 
has been committed 

 
 

Affordability 
» New affordable housing has been built 

near transit; however, affordability 
issues still exist 

» Low and no-carbon transportation 
options are more affordable  

 

Technology 

» Mobility options continue to improve 
with advancements in technology 

» Low and no emissions vehicle 
technology has accelerated 

Urbanization 
» City centers grow rapidly in population 

and employment 

» Municipal policies limit sprawl 
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- + 

- + 

- + 

- + 

Climate Responsive 



Which strategies to consider? Lower risk Higher risk 

Strategy works in all futures 

Immediate current or near-term need 

Robust no-brainers 

Strategy works in some futures Deferred no regret 

Hedging potential regret 

Shaping influence the future 

Strategy works in no futures Dropped 

Decision-making Using Scenarios 


